Stochastic processes have random and uncertain outcomes. Decisions for stochastic problems involving such processes must be made at the different stages of the problem. Mathematical problems with such uncertain parameters, described by an underlying probability distribution, are sometimes intractable to solve. For algorithmic treatment, such programs should be approximated by simpler ones, in the same manner as functions are represented as vectors on finite grids on digital computers. In most applications, these underlying distributions are approximated by discrete distributions with a finite number of scenarios, or possible realizations, for the random variables. This approximation procedure is often called scenario generation.
Summary
Stochastic processes have random and uncertain outcomes. Decisions for stochastic problems involving such processes must be made at the different stages of the problem. Mathematical problems with such uncertain parameters, described by an underlying probability distribution, are sometimes intractable to solve. For algorithmic treatment, such programs should be approximated by simpler ones, in the same manner as functions are represented as vectors on finite grids on digital computers. In most applications, these underlying distributions are approximated by discrete distributions with a finite number of scenarios, or possible realizations, for the random variables. This approximation procedure is often called scenario generation.
There is a vast literature describing different methods of scenario generation. Many authors including Høyland & Wallace (2001) , Pflug (2001) , Kovacevic & Pichler (2015) , Pflug & Pichler (2015) and Pflug & Pichler (2016) have addressed different approximation techniques for stochastic processes. But still there is no open-source implementation of the various algorithms in the public domain.
We therefore present ScenTrees.jl, a open-source Julia (Bezanson, Edelman, Karpinski, & Shah, 2017) package for generating scenario trees and scenario lattices which can be used, for example, for multistage stochastic optimization problems. It allows users to represent possible sequences of stochastic processes in form of a scenario tree in the case of a discrete time stochastic process and a scenario lattice for Markovian data processes. In extension, it also provides users with a platform for generating new and additional trajectories in case of a limited data using conditional density estimation. The theory and design of the ScenTrees.jl package follows the concept in Pflug & Pichler (2015) directly. It starts with an initial tree, which is a qualified guess by expert opinion, and uses the stochastic approximation procedure to improve the values on the nodes of the tree with samples form the stochastic process to be approximated. The transition probabilities from one node to another are also addressed.
To assess the quality of this approximation, a distance between the initial distribution and its approximation is defined. Typically, we want an approximating tree that has a minimal distance to the original process. We therefore employ the process distance (also called multistage distance) (Pflug, 2009) to quantify the quality of approximation of the scenario tree. The process distance extends and generalizes the Wasserstein distance to stochastic processes. It was analyzed by Pflug & Pichler (2012) and used by Kovacevic & Pichler (2015) directly to generate scenario trees.
Main features of the package
ScenTrees.jl is generally applicable to any type of stochastic process. The key features of the packages are:
1. Generation of scenario trees and scenario lattices from stochastic processes using the stochastic approximation procedure. Here, the branching structure of the scenario tree or the scenario lattice is fixed and then stochastic approximation procedure is used to improve/update the values of the nodes considering all the data available for every iteration. This improvement goes on until the specified number of iterations have been performed and then the process distance is calculated. 1 2. Generation of scenarios based on limited data using conditional density estimation. In the case of a limited data with an unknown distribution, we employ conditional density estimation to generate new and different samples based on the these available trajectories. The newly generated samples are able to capture the necessary and important characteristics in the original data as well as patterns in the original data. These samples can thus be used in the stochastic approximation procedure to generate scenario trees or scenario lattices. 2 Implementation details and various examples to demonstrate different methods can be found in the package's documentation. 3
The following section provides a typical example on how to use ScenTrees.jl to generate scenario trees and scenario lattices by combining stochastic approximation procedure and conditional density estimation procedure.
Example: Scenario generation from observed trajectories
Consider the following comma-separated limited data. The data has 1000 trajectories in 5 stages. To use ScenTrees.jl, the first step is to load the package as well as the data into Julia as follows.
# Load the package julia> using ScenTrees, CSV # Load the data from a directory julia> df = CSV.read("../RData.csv"); # Convert the DataFrame into a Matrix julia> data = Matrix(df);
The following shows an example of a non-Markovian trajectory generated from the data using conditional density estimation by employing the Logistic distribution for the kernels.
julia> Example = kernel_scenarios(data, Logistic; Markovian = false)() [1.5595,0.8150,1.5058,2.6475,4.6137] The generated data has a length equal to the number of columns of the original data. These generated trajectories are the ones we will use to approximate a scenario tree and a scenario lattice in the following sections.
Approximation with a scenario tree
We want to approximate the above data using a scenario tree with a branching vector (1,3, 3,3,2) and 1,000,000 iterations as follows.
julia> kernTree = tree_approximation! (Tree([1,3,3,3,2] ,1), kernel_scenarios(data, Logistic; Markovian = false), 100000,2,2); julia> tree_plot(kernTree) julia> savefig("rwdataTree.pdf") The number of possible trajectories in the scenario tree equals the number of leaves in that scenario tree. In the above scenario tree, there are 54 possible trajectories since the number of leaves is (1 × 3 × 3 × 3 × 2) = 54. The algorithm returns the multistage distance between the above scenario tree and the original stochastic process as d = 0.23092.
Approximation with a scenario lattice
Consider a scenario lattice with a branching vector (1, 3, 4, 5, 6) . Clearly, this scenario lattice has 5 stages as shown by the number of elements in the branching vector, which is equal to number of columns in the data. We consider 1, 000, 000 iterations for the stochastic approximation algorithm and r=2 parameter for the multistage distance. To generate this scenario lattice, we need Markovian trajectories and therefore we set Markovian = true to specify that the trajectories to be generated are Markovian, which is different for scenario trees.
julia> rwdataLattice = lattice_approximation ([1,3,4,5,6] , kernel_scenarios(data, Logistic; Markovian=true), 1000000, 2); julia> plot_lattice(rwdataLattice) julia> savefig("rwdataLattice.pdf") One should note that the number of nodes in the scenario lattice is equal to the sum of elements in the branching structure, i.e., 1 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 = 19 nodes. The scenario tree considered above has 94 nodes and 54 possible scenarios while the scenario lattice above has 19 nodes and (1 × 2 × 3 × 4 × 5) = 360 scenarios. This shows generally with fewer number of nodes can have many possible trajectories than a scenario tree with more number of nodes. The algorithm returns the multistage distance between the scenario lattice and the original process as d = 1.1718.
